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ABSTRACT: Black phosphorus (BP) has received growing attention due to its suitable carrier mobility and switching ratio, tunable
direct band gap, and strong in-plane anisotropy. In recent years, the applied research of both bulk and few-layer BP has yielded
continuous breakthroughs, while the device applications with stable performance have lagged due to their poor environmental
stability. Additionally, fabricating high-quality doped BP by a desirable chemical vapor transport (CVT) method has been
challenging. Herein, the CVT approach with a constant temperature was employed to fabricate Sb-doped BP (Sb−BP) and Bi-doped
BP (Bi−BP) to enhance the performance of pristine BP. The characterizations, including Raman, transmission electron microscopy,
atomic force microscopy, and so forth, were employed to study the phase structure and properties of the as-grown crystals. The
results suggest that BP and doped BP belong to an orthorhombic structure and show good crystallinity. Distinct from pristine BP,
the light absorption and electrochemical properties of orthorhombic BP were improved by doping. Furthermore, the storage time of
Sb−BP exceeds 65 days, while the degradation of pristine BP occurs within 38 days in ambient condition. The degradation rate of
Sb−BP was slower than that of pristine BP even in the harsh environment, which indicates that the antioxidation of Sb−BP is
outstanding. Hence, doping is a viable method to modify the properties of BP. This work provides useful guidance for preparing
other doped BP and BP compounds, broadening the application field of the phosphorus family.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since graphene was successfully exfoliated in 2004,1 the
research on two-dimensional materials has grown exponentially
over the past decade. Graphene (GR), transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDCs), and black phosphorus (BP) as
the main representatives of 2D layer materials have shown
great application potential for (opto)electronic devices, energy
storage, catalysis, thermoelectricity, and biological medicine,
due to their excellent physical and chemical properties.2

Although GR and TMDCs have achieved good applications,
the intrinsic shortcomings limit their applications on certain
devices.3 By contrast, BP with a suitable band gap and carrier
mobility bridges the gap between GR and TMDCs, and has
been identified as a promising next-generation semiconductor
material. However, the large-scale application of BP has been
hindered by its environmental instability. To boost the

flourishing development of BP, it is essential to develop
effective strategies to mitigate the stability issue.
As we all know, doping is a common approach to modifying

the band structure of materials. Despite several methods that
have been employed to synthesize doped 2D materials,4−6 the
majority of the strategies are not suitable for one-step
preparation of doped BP, due to the distinction in synthesized
methods for different materials. Doping BP can be achieved in
several ways: the high-pressure pathway, the pulsed-plasma
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process, electrochemical intercalation, surface charge transfer,
electrostatic carrier doping, ball-milling, chemical vapor
transport (CVT),7−9 and so forth. Among them, the CVT
reaction has the advantages of low equipment requirements,
simple operation, one-step synthesis, and so forth. Thus far,
both heterovalent doping, such as with Se and Te, and
isovalent doping, with As, Sb, and Bi, have been successfully
achieved.9−13

In this work, high-yield BP crystals were synthesized via the
CVT method. Sb and Bi were used as dopants to generate Sb−
BP and Bi−BP under the same synthesis conditions.
Subsequently, a series of phase and structural characterization
techniques were applied. In addition, light absorption,
electrochemical properties, and antioxidation of BP and
doped BP were studied. Beyond the electronic structure
modification, interestingly, Sb doping has been shown to
improve material stability.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials and Reagents. Bulk red phosphorus particles

(RP, 99.999%), tin particles (Sn, 99.999%), and stannic iodide
powders (SnI4, 99.998%) are used as raw materials for fabricating BP
crystals. The antimony particles (Sb, 99.999%) and bismuth particles
(Bi, 99.99%) are applied to yield Sb−BP and Bi−BP crystals,
respectively. Among them, the Sb is bought from Shanghai Macklin
Biochemical Co., Ltd other chemical reagents are bought from
Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. Besides the
abovementioned materials, anhydrous ethanol purchased from Tianjin
Zhiyuan Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd is used to clean the crystals.

2.2. Synthesis of BP and Doped BP. Bulk RP (400 mg), Sn (30
mg), SnI4 (10 mg), Sb (10 mg), and Bi (5 mg) were used as raw
materials for fabricating the crystals. The abovementioned source
materials were weighed and sealed in a 12 mm diameter quartz
ampoule under a vacuum. Then, the sealed ampoules were
horizontally placed in a muffle furnace. Large-size orthorhombic BP
and doped BP were prepared by the CVT method under a uniform
temperature profile. Given the use of constant heating temperature,
the reagents are not required to be placed at a specific site. These
precursors were first heated to 700−750 °C for 3 h to allow the
mineralizers to react completely. Subsequently, the temperature was
slowly decreased to 500 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C min−1 and kept at the
temperature for 7 h. Finally, the heating procedure was completed,
and the ampoules were cooled to room temperature naturally. The
bulk BP and doped BP were obtained in the ampoules.

2.3. Material Characterization. After ultrasonic cleaning and
vacuum drying, the crystal structures of the cleaned products were
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Ultimate IV)
equipped with Cu Kα radiation in the range of two theta from 10
to 80°. Raman measurement (Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution) with a
532 nm laser at a power of 2 mW was carried out to obtain additional
information on the internal atomic vibrations, within the Raman shift

range of 10−800 cm−1. Meanwhile, a slit width of 100 μm and an
integral time of 5 s were used. The purity of the crystals was analyzed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Scientific, K-
Alpha+) and inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrom-
etry (ICP−OES, NYSE: A, Agilent 5110). The surface morphology of
as-grown crystals was observed using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Hitachi, SU8010). Microstructure and single-crystal structures
were observed via high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM, JEOL, JEM-2100) on the nanosheets dripped copper
mesh. The light absorption characteristics were measured by
ultraviolet−visible spectrophotometry (UV−vis, Shimadzu,
UV3600). Electrochemical impedance (EIS) was measured by a
multichannel electrochemical workstation (DH7006, Donghua
Analytical). Mechanically exfoliated flakes exposed to 85 °C and
85% relative humidity (RH = 85%) were transferred onto the Si wafer
for research of the antioxidant property by atomic force microscopy
(AFM, NSK, SPA-400). The ambient stability of BP and doped BP
were monitored by the metallographic microscope (Leica,
DM6000M). The work functions of BP and Sb−BP were acquired
by the Kelvin probe system (KP Technology) in the ambient
environment.

3. RESULTS
Both bulk BP and doped BP synthesized by the CVT method
are shown in Figure 1. Based on the experience of previous
work, appropriate ratios of mineralizers were employed during
the preparation of BP and doped BP. As shown in Figure 1a−c,
the precursors’ transformation is relatively complete without
by-products. As can be seen from Figure 1d−f, a black metallic
luster can be observed on the surface of the bulk BP, and
doped BP consisted of plentiful stacked bands or sheets, which
is related to the fact that BP is a layered material.14 Even
though BP is doped, layered property is still apparent. In
addition, the pristine BP was obtained with a size of 1.3 cm.
The sizes of Sb−BP and Bi−BP were also more than 1 cm by
using the same parameter. According to formulas 1 and 2, the
yield of BP and doped BP reaches 96% and more than 90%
(Figure 1g), respectively.

= ×w
mass of BP
mass of RP

100%BP (1)

=
+

×w
mass of doped BP

mass of RP mass of dopant
100%doped BP

(2)

BP has six Raman active vibration modes, but only three are
allowed in the commonly adopted backscattering geome-
try.15−17 In Figure 2a, three Raman active vibration peaks
located at 361.66, 439.00, and 466.72 cm−1 were observed in
pristine BP and doped BP, which matches with the Ag

1, B2g,

Figure 1. Bulk BP and doped BP were synthesized via the CVT method. (a) BP, (b) Sb−BP, and (c) Bi−BP, (d−f) represents corresponding
cleaned products, respectively. A small grid of grid paper represents 1 mm. (g) Yield of pristine BP and doped BP.
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and Ag
2 vibrational modes of pristine BP, respectively. Among

them, Ag
1 is primarily an out-of-plane vibration mode, B2g is

the vibration mode in the zigzag direction, and Ag
2 is the

vibration mode in the armchair direction.18−20 The coexistence

of these Raman peaks is an obvious feature of orthorhombic
BP,21 indicating that doped BP also belongs to the
orthorhombic system as well as BP. The biggest difference
lies in Figure 2b, two new peaks are marked as the edge

Figure 2. Raman spectra of pristine BP and doped BP. (a) Raman spectra of BP, Sb−BP, and Bi−BP. (b−d) Partial enlargement of B1g, B3g
1, Ag

1,
B2g, and Ag

2, respectively. (e) Microscope image of the undoped BP and (f−h) Raman intensity mapping results for different vibration modes. (i)
Microscope image of the Sb−BP and (j−n) Raman intensity mapping results for different vibration modes.
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phonon vibrational modes of BP that appeared at 193.85 and
229.29 cm−1 after doping, which belong to B1g and B3g

1

forbidden in pristine BP,9,19 respectively. Furthermore, the
three Raman peaks of Ag

1, B2g, and Ag
2 in the doped BP

samples are slightly red-shifted by 0.51, 0.49, and 0.99 cm−1 for
Sb−BP (by 0.51, 0.99, and 0.99 cm−1 for Bi−BP), respectively
(Figure 2c,d). To visually observe the vibration intensity of
each characteristic vibration peak, Raman surface scanning was
carried out for the pristine BP and Sb−BP characteristic peaks.
The optical microscope images of the surface-scanning region
are shown in Figure 2e,i, and the surface-scanning results are
shown in Figure 2f−h,j−n, respectively. It can be seen from the
figures that Ag

2 has the most obvious vibration. Moreover, the
B3g

1 vibrates more intensely than B1g, which is consistent with
Figure 2b.
The crystal-structure characterizations of BP and doped BP

are shown in Figure 3. The XRD pattern of as-grown materials
(Figure 3a) shows that there are three diffraction peaks at

16.98, 34.27, and 52.40°, corresponding to the (020), (040),
and (060) crystal planes of orthorhombic BP, respectively. The
result reveals that the crystal structure of orthorhombic BP
remains the same after doping Sb and Bi, with no major lattice
distortion. Notably, the crystal-plane orientations of BP and
doped BP are relatively consistent, mainly stacked along the b-
axis direction, which reveals that orthorhombic BP and doped
BP have the same growth characteristic with the preferred
orientation of the (0k0) crystal plane. Besides, the crystal
diffraction peaks of doped BP in Figure 3a are the same as the
undoped BP, and the crystal diffraction peak of other
substances do not appear, indicating that the products are
doped BP rather than P−Sb alloy and P−Bi alloy. However,
the diffraction peaks of doped BP are shifted toward a smaller
angle than those of pristine BP in Figure 3b. Among them, for
Sb−BP, the diffraction peaks of (020), (040), and (060) are
slightly shifted by 0.02, 0.04, and 0.05°, respectively (by 0.10,
0.11, and 0.09° for Bi−BP), which is consistent with previous

Figure 3. XRD patterns of BP and doped BP crystals. (a) XRD patterns of BP, Sb−BP, and Bi−BP. (b) Enlarged diffraction peaks of (020), (040),
and (060) crystal planes. (c) Half width of the (040) diffraction peak. (d) Crystal structure of doped BP.

Figure 4. Phase composition analysis of BP and doped BP. (a) P 2p spectra and (b) ICP−OES measurements for BP and doped BP.
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literature reported.9 The result is related to the lattice
expansion of BP caused by the larger atomic radius of dopant
than P atomic radius.11 What is more, the XRD patterns of as-
grown materials exhibit sharp diffraction peaks in Figure 3a,c.
The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the (040) crystal
plane of the pristine BP is only 0.166° in Figure 3c. Moreover,
the FWHM of doped BP was slightly larger than that of
pristine BP, but the values remain relatively small, Sb−BP
0.183° and Bi−BP 0.180°, respectively. The results suggest
that BP and doped BP have good crystallinity.
Figure 4 compares the XPS results of the pure BP crystals

with those of doped crystals. P 2p spectrum (Figure 4a)
displays the coexistence of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks at 129.67 and
130.55 eV, which is one of the characteristics of orthorhombic
BP.21,22 This further proves the as-grown crystals have an
orthorhombic structure and keep this property after doping.
Moreover, there is no P−O bond near 134 eV, indicating that
the as-grown samples were not significantly oxidized by H2O
and O2.

23−25 Compared with undoped BP, the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2
peaks of doped BP shifted by 0.56 and 0.53 eV to the higher

binding energy, respectively. The decrease in the density of the
outer orbital electron cloud of P atoms in the doped BP lattice
can be used to explain this phenomenon. When the density of
the outer electrons decreases, the shielding effect of the outer
electrons on the inner electrons will be weakened, and
eventually, the binding energy of P atoms in the doped BP
will increase. The ICP−OES test reveals that the atomic
doping ratios of Sb and Bi are 0.01 and 0.99%, respectively
(Figure 4b). All in all, doping by the constant-temperature
CVT method is successful, which suggests that other BP
compounds can also be synthesized via the CVT approach.
To characterize the morphology of the orthorhombic

crystals, SEM and TEM were used to observe their
microstructures. It can be seen from the SEM images (Figure
5a−c) that the BP and doped BP surfaces are smooth and flat
with an obvious layered structure, which is consistent with the
layered property of BP. In addition, the layered stack structure
can be clearly seen in the low-resolution TEM images in Figure
5d−f. Clear and complete lattice fringes with defect-free
lattices appear in HRTEM (Figure 5g−i) after doping,

Figure 5. Surface morphology and microstructure of BP and doped BP. The SEM images of (a) BP, (b) Bi−BP, and (c) Sb−BP. The TEM images
of (d) BP, (e) Bi−BP, and (f) Sb−BP. The HRTEM images and SAED patterns of (g) BP, (h) Bi−BP, and (i) Sb−BP.

Figure 6. The properties characterization of BP and doped BP. (a) UV−vis DRS of BP, Sb−BP, and Bi−BP. (b) EIS spectrum of BP, Sb−BP, and
Bi−BP.
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suggesting that doping does not alter the lattice structure of
BP, and the doped BP has good crystallinity. In undoped BP,
the d-spacing of the lattice plane is 0.22 nm perfectly matches
the (041) lattice plane, the crystal plane spacing d(060) is 0.17
nm in Sb−BP, and d(022) is 0.20 nm in Bi−BP. The
corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
spots are neatly arranged, clear, and bright, revealing that the
as-grown crystals have the single-crystal characteristic.
Doping can effectively regulate the optical and electro-

chemical properties of BP. The UV−visible diffuse reflectance
spectra (DRS) of the crystals are shown in Figure 6a. As can be
seen from the figure, the diffuse reflection of doped BP is
weaker than that of pristine BP, indicating that the doped BP
has better light absorption intensity in the visible spectral
range. Their EIS spectrum is recorded in Figure 6b. In Figure
6b, the impedance of pristine BP is the largest, and the
transmission resistance of BP decreases after doping. There-
fore, it can be seen that the electronic transmission resistance

of doped BP is small, suggesting the interfacial charge transfer
efficiency of the electrodes is higher by doping, which is
conducive to the expansion of BP photoelectric and catalytic
applications. To sum up, the optical and electrochemical
properties of BP are improved by doping.
Despite having high thermodynamic stability, thin-layer BP

is known to be easily oxidized in the air.24 A good match
between the BP band gap and O2/O2

− is identified as a non-
negligible factor in low ambient stability.26 Previous research
suggested that when the atomic doping level of Sb and Bi was
4.0%, the bottom of the conduction band of doped BP was
below O2/O2

− redox potential, which would enhance the
stability of the thin-layer BP.27 However, Liu et al.9 reported
that the ambient stability of Bi−BP was poorer than that of
pristine BP. Therefore, to find out the environmental stability
of the crystals, metallographic microscopy and AFM were
employed to probe the morphology of the crystals in specific
environment. The test results are shown in Figure 7. In Figure

Figure 7. Environmental stability of BP and doped BP. (a−c) Surface morphology of BP and doped BP changes with time under ambient
condition, (d,e) AFM photographs of BP and Sb−BP sheets exposed to 85 °C and 85% RH, and (g,h) thickness of the sheet is 8 nm in un-doped
BP and 6 nm in Sb−BP.
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7a−c, the surface color of Sb−BP sheets remains nearly
unchanged after storage under ambient condition for 65 days.
Unfortunately, the surface color of Bi−BP sheets changed
significantly within 23 days, which is an obvious sign of
degradation of the sheets. In contrast, the surface color of BP
sheets exhibited little degradation after 23 days. Therefore, the
Sb−BP has higher ambient stability than BP and Bi−BP. To
further confirm the high stability of Sb−BP, the AFM
photographs of BP and Sb−BP in a harsh environment (T =
85 °C and RH = 85%) are shown in Figure 7d,e. The surface of
freshly peeled BP and Sb−BP flakes is smooth (Figure 7d,e).
After 24 h, the surface of pristine BP became rough and formed
holes due to corrosion by H2O and O2. With the prolonging of
exposure time in a harsh environment, the surface of BP
becomes rougher, and the size of the hole increases
significantly, as shown in Figure 7d, which is an obvious sign
of degradation. In contrast, the shape of Sb−BP flakes did not
change significantly during 72 h (Figure 7e). The results are
verified with Figure 7a,b, which again demonstrates that Sb−
BP has higher stability, which is consistent with previous
literature reports.9 Hence, doping with appropriate elements
can not only regulate the performance of pristine BP but also
improve its environmental stability.

= E EWF vac f (3)

The work function (WF) of a semiconductor, as a physical
quantity, can reflect its electronic transmission capacity. The
WF of BP and Sb−BP was measured by the Kelvin probe
system of KP Technology at ambient condition. It can be seen
from Figure 8a that the WF of BP is 4.54 eV, which is close to
the value previously reported in the literature.28 Also, the WF
of Sb−BP is 4.71 eV. According to formula 3, the WF is the
difference between the vacuum level (Evac) and Fermi level
(Ef), where Evac = 0 eV, so WF can indirectly reflect the
relationship between Ef and Evac of the material. The
relationship between Ef and Evac is shown in Figure 8b,
where the Ef of BP is the closest to the redox potential of O2/
O2

− (−4.11 eV), indicating the electrons in the BP conduction
band are easily transferred to O2 to form O2−; hence, the
environmental stability of the pristine BP is poorer and easy to
be corroded by H2O and O2. However, the Ef of Sb−BP is far
from the O2/O2− redox potential, indicating that the stability of
BP can be improved by doping. Among this, doping can adjust
the energy level matching relationship between BP and O2/O2−

redox potential, thus improving the antioxidant of BP. On the
other hand, the Ef of the semiconductor material can be seen as

the filling level of electrons. The Ef of BP decreases after
doping, indicating that the BP’s surface electron density
declines, which is consistent with XPS results. Moreover, the
Sb−BP has a lower affinity for O2 and H2O due to the
reduction of lone pair electrons on its surface. Therefore, Sb−
BP has superior ambient stability.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized high-yield BP,
Sb−BP, and Bi−BP by the CVT method with a uniform
temperature profile. A series of structural measurements show
that both BP and doped BP have good crystallinity and an
orthorhombic structure. Moreover, the light absorption and
electrochemical properties of BP can be regulated by doping.
Attractively, the crystal structure of Sb−BP is minimally
degraded after storage under ambient condition for 65 days,
owing to the doping. The phenomenon is similar even in harsh
environment. Based on the results, doping by the CVT method
is considered a viable strategy to modulate the electronic
properties of BP, certainly broadening the applications of BP
and its composites.
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